The bright sun reflected off the diamond-like lake, singing beautifully like mermaids hypnotising people.

It was a beautiful day and the sky was sapphire blue. Cheerfully, the joyful and adventurous children played fetch with their adorable dog on the emerald grass.
The contented family were gathered together in the lounge and had a peaceful and entertaining time, not knowing what would take place in a few days...

As the anxious adult mended the unstable windows, shadows started to loom overhead.
The colossal river’s water reflected the crystal white storm causing the magenta trees to collapse. Dark clouds shadowed over the disturbed, secluded cottage.

Worriedly, the concerned family watched the weather channel hoping desperately that the news they were hearing wasn’t true.
While the children slumbered silently in bed, their parents desperately wanted to keep them safe in this horrendous situation.

As the rain continued to fall, the trucks delivered sandbags to help protect the house from collapsing.
While the raging rain poured heavily down on the house, the family ungently laboured to reinforce its defences.

The family packed up as they knew the storm was arriving. The little girl held her precious teddy tightly, cross about the unfairness of the situation.
The man sighed unhappily as he watched his house for the last few moments before leaving to escape the hazardous storm.

The heartbroken daughter raised her hand wearily, temporarily saying goodbye to her beloved cottage.
Suddenly the sky filled with rain and the wind howled loudly like a wolf howling at a glowing full moon at midnight.

A swarm of raindrops transformed into an ocean and surrounded the cottage like checkmate in chess.
The devastated family sheltered in a cramped hotel room from the terrifying flood.

Rapidly, as the rushing, blue water flooded in and the precious family photos crumbled to the ground, all memories were lost.
The rampaging waves crashed against the walls and took everything in their path.

The unforgiving, sapphire-blue sea, carrying the towering, uprooted tree, filled the barren land with crashing waves. The monumental tree with jagged and fragile branches had been ripped from the ground and stayed afloat because of its many bright green leaves.
The abandoned house was obliterated. All memories were wiped out of existence.

The wrecked, ruined house lay in pieces, creaking in the silent breeze.
As daybreak rose from beneath the dark, the bird awoke from beneath the mysterious clouds.

As the storm faded they drove briskly back towards home.
The solitary house, with gaping holes in the tiled roof, lay wrecked.

As soon as they arrived, the family gazed at the dilapidated house with tears welling up in their eyes.
The house stood stranded and lonely, waiting for its beloved family to return.

The entire family helped to refurbish the decrepit house.
As they remembered the moment in time when they thought all hope was lost, the family realised that something magnificent can be made out of a horrific situation.

Merrily the children played in the majestic sunset whilst the adults hugged each other and chatted.
The newly refurnished house with exotic flowers that had been planted tranquilly outside, stood peacefully under the sun’s warm rays.